
Arity Client Check-In // Insights + Opportunity Readout Template

GOAL:

Share key findings

from discovery efforts

to help each team

select a single concept

to design and

prototype in Sprint 2.

Primary Insights:

What we’ve discovered about what people want and need: 

Offer various incentives for users,

from unlock features within the

app to gas savings.

Users juggle several apps through destination route research because

they are looking for the right balance of the right price for a valuable and

interesting experience. Arity's access to data and Ad partnership could

create a valuable user experience match.

Opportunities Insights:

What are the design directives or guiding principles you will take into your concepts to meet these needs?

TOPLINE INSIGHT TITLE

Provide suggestions to promote or

ensure safe driving behavior.

Users enjoy peer evaluation to inform their destination search, and for

recommendations to enhance their travel experience. Arity's access to

data could help users create new peer group and encourage reviews,

which in turn adds value to partnered company objectives.

Recommend destinations and

activities based off of user's

personal interests.

Users value their time. They spend a lot of time driving between

destinations and waiting for experiences. Arity's access to data can allow

user to make better behavioral decisions, from driving safety to

determining real-time destination popularity.

Build an in-app community

amongst users.

Users search for destinations that revolve around their personal

interests. Arity's access to data can enhance the user's travel experience

and ease the booking process by recommending personalized

itineraries.

Concepts:

How will you address the needs and opportunities you’ve identified. 

Features:

What can people DO in the app experience you’re imagining? 

User profile

Share real time

emotions during

the trip 

Competition

board of daily/

travel driving time

Share reviews

after experience

completion

A point rewards system

to incentivize booking,

and ease the trip

research process.

 

1 2 3

   

A social network to foster

a travel community to

encourage peer review

and shared experiences.

A road report system to

ease navigation and

promote safe driving.

Car rental &

Insurance

recommandation

App that we work:

Roadtripper: 

4
Robust travel guides

across destination(s) to

personalize and ease the

trip research process.

Small circle friend

group

emojis

All four concepts provide incentives for users to enable data sharing.

Interest groups

encourages

data sharing

Routes review

Driving Time

report for safe

driving

Roadtrippers is a web based software application, mobile app, and

content provider that helps travelers plan road trips. The software

lets users discover independently owned points of interest in the

United States and Canada.

Predicted Wait

time at

destination

Tour guide reivew

Enhanced guide

based on location

data 

Industry App Research
                                                        

COMMUNITY

Waze - Point reward system for users based on interactions. Celebrates achievements and
ranking boards across users. Share your mood amongst users on the app. Collective road
report system (i.e. cop @ specific location) for group awareness.

Meetup - Provides a list of people who are attending the event, and allows communication
amongst each other. 

Because of the competitive feature, users are motivated to leave this app open in background

DESTINATION-BASED & VISUAL SEARCH

Google Maps - Searching for local attractions & necessities based off of location. Integrated
review system on map interface. Streamlined information without overwhelming screen with
lengthy descriptions or lists. All-in-one trip information from traffic and local gas stations to
destination lodging. 

EXPERIENCE / ACTIVITIES 

Airbnb - Global activities that you can attend virtually. Broad categories (i.e. wellness in the
new year) but disappointingly random algorithm).

Meetup - Search based off on category (i.e. family or outdoor & adventure). 

TRAVEL GUIDES / ROUTE ATTRACTIONS

Roadtripper - Offers entirely separate travel guides (i.e. National Parks across the US).
Seamlessly integrates travel attractions alongside the path of your travel route. 
Multiple people can plan trip at the same time

What value or benefit does the app provide? 
Apple Health, TikTok, Waze

Waze and TikTok both provide users community support around the service the app
offers. They also both provide travel content, from well curated photo and video content
to accessibility via route guidance. Waze curates a distinct community that directly
benefit each users. TikTok supports and encourages more users to become content
creators. Apple Health provides personal health inside to the user - from daily activity to
tracking menstrual cycles. It also provides safety to its users by giving emergency access
to medical information. 

What are the common features shared across all apps? What differentiates the
experiences of each app? 
Google Maps, Roadtripper

Google maps and roadtripper both advise users of things to do or see, by destination or
along the trip respectively. Both provide short explanations of what is offered, from basic
information (i.e. type, parking) to reviews. Reviews are more common on Google Maps.
Roadtrippers provides travel guides (that allows you to save) and attraction advertising
videos. Roadtrippers allows for a pay upgrade, with additional features such as traffic
updates, personal deals, and trip collaborations.

How do the features work? 
Waze, Google Maps

The travel apps are organized in several different ways, from searching activities to
destination travel routes. Some are more visual platforms, while others are lists or written
descriptions. Waze offers a 'sleep mode' to save battery life. Waze offers an interactive
'self-reporting' feature, where you can inform others about observations you've
experienced on your route such as noticing cop cars. 

What are the common steps or flows that people go through to use them? 
Rome2Rio, TikTok, Trip Advisor

Rome2Rio and TikTok both have very simple interfaces that are easy to understand.
Using Rome2Rio, the user essentially just has to put in the start and end location and is
given a well-organized page of best routes, timing, and price. They pair directly with the
booking interface for hotels. TikTok employs the common social media feature of
'endless scrolling' where a user just has to swipe for more content. It is simple to search
for specific categories of interest, and find what you have posted or liked through your
own page. Trip Advisor is really complicated and confusing - presumably because it is
trying to include too much information. 

Where are the interactions similar or different across apps?
Airbnb, Meetup

The experiences offered on both apps are organized by clickable 'card decks.' Airbnb
interface makes it easy to switch between list view and map view, allowing users to
search by their desired visual preference. Both apps integrate both vertical and horizontal
gestures (users can interact in both dimensions by swiping up/down or left/right). These
key features, which are highlighted in screenshots above by the gold star at left, make it
easier for users to navigate the app and find key information.  

What is the tone of voice of each? 
Meetup, Airbnb 

Meetup uses real photos from events whereas airbnb uses professional photos for stays
and stock or professional photos for the experiences. The tone of Airbnb is more
cohesive, while Meetup gives users more visual cues about the event's target
demographics. 

What are the brand elements (color, photography, iconography)? 
Apple Health, Google Maps, Trip Advisor

Apple and Google apps are composed of well branded elements. Both Apple Health and
Google Maps use their brand identity well within their interface. Their features are well
designed and easy to access. By comparison, Trip Advisor is not well designed. It is trying
to implement too many features, and as a result it overwhelms and confuses the user.
The images are not cohesive. 

Comparative Feature Examples & Analysis
                                                        

Example: Waze, InstagramExample: Gas Buddy, Waze Example: AllTrails

Comparative

Booking

Point Bank Point Sharing

Deals for

extra points

Follow Features Route popularity

1. "Point bank" to see amount and distribute as

desired.

2. Unique code system to share points to other

users (friends/family)

3. Incentives or deals for promotions offering extra

"points"

4. In app comparative booking across competitive

locations in a geographic region

1. Report on recent accidents along the routes.

2. Dangerous road conditions: severe weather, etc.

3. Connect with car rental/insurence company for safe

choice incentives

4. Driving Time report (how long users drive in details)

5. Predicated live wait time at destination using

location data and algorithm

Recent accident

report on chosen

routes

Real time road

condition

notification

1. Review sections for suggested routes

2. How many people have chose this route from

options provided.

3. Review sections for suggested guide

4. How many people actually went to this route using

the location data

Users are willing to share their data

as long as there is an immediate end

benefit within the app experience.

There are variations in baseline understanding of and comfort with data

sharing, yet all interviewees are willing to comply when there is a clear end

benefit through the experience or service.

No negative options

on sharing date, but

only give access

while using the app

Think

location data

can affect

personal

safety

Fine with

sharing data

when it can

benefit the

user

Trust

companies

with clear

branding and

known name

Would rather pay

for Facebook,

want to be the

consumer

instead of the

commodity

Weary of "big

businesses"

mentioned in

the news for

selling data, like

TikTok

Most

comfortable

with sharing

data WHILE

using app

"The only app that I allowed

actively when i am not using

the app is Google map

because I use it for everything,

restaurants, place to go, or I

look for dog parks."  ---J.

Data:

positive

feedback

cycle

"it doesn't brother me sharing

date to Mint, because a lot of

them are just nameless data,

transactions...but I will look into

location data because I was in

army, so I know the importance

of that data." ---J.

“Airbnb should have better

experiences...Some of them are

really out there. It's not really

personalized almost. They

haven't stolen all of the data yet.

So I'm not getting that

experience" --- J.

Users feel overwhelmed managing 

travel using several platforms.

Users have different journeys for travel planning. Interestingly, most users

generally start searching for destinations with peer or general internet searches

with a specific climate or activity in mind, and have to juggle continued research

through many different apps. A lot use google maps most frequently. 

Planning out

trips is like

playing

puzzle

Strong desire

for an app that

"does it all" -

creating a full

itinerary

Use of niche

apps specific

to activity

interests, i.e.

Alltrails 

Will check trusted,

high end resources

(Conde Nast

Traveler) to see if

the destination is

"worth going to"

Google Maps

used most

commonly

across all

users

Check many

sites for the

best prices

Instagram

and tiktok for

travel

inspiration

Resources

like "trip

advisor" feel

outdated

"I envision an app that includes

my entire itinerary, that includes

all transportation, lodging,

experiences, etc. For example, it

could even generate a

scannable code to unlock the

door to my airbnb." --SRC.

" Ultimately an APP that

can combine flight, car

rental, GPS

recommndation

together" -- Z

"I use 20-30 Apps to

plan a trip" -- Z

Users still enjoy planning trips around their friend's and

peer's suggestions (word of mouth) or reviews, but

usually are not compelled to leave reviews themselves.

A critical factor in travel decision making is based off of feedback, advice, and

interest of their larger peer network (from friends and family to community

reviews) but users are not readily willing to continue that cycle.

Don't leave

review on food

but high ratings

are important for

finding

restaurants

Don't tend to leave

review unless

encouraged by

others - ways to

repay the

community

plan trips

based on

reviews/others

social media

Asks for advice

from friends

that have been

to interesting

places before

visiting place

based on

reputation

and local

suggestions 

too lazy to

leave review

google near

location for

food and

choose by

rating

Try to find the

highest rating if

the destination is

far

"I am searching on

'the 3 places that i

must go' or '3 things

that i must do'" ---J.

"when i move to

Colorado, I went back to

my friend's instagram

photo and see where

they went"--J.

"I sometimes search on

Instagram. It will recommend

some places that you might

be interested in...so next time

it may give you a hint of

where you want to go. " ---Z.

" I usually don't leave

reviews... I will. It

about happens once a

year"   --Z.

Users travel differently. (1) Focused on time efficiency,  (2)

Actively search for route improvement, or (3) Experience

seekers.

There are clear distinctions in user personalities and/or travel objectives. We

have used three identities based on previous work done by IDEO for

Ford. This will inform different(flexible) needs for Arity objectives to satisfy.

chose travel

destination

based on

covid

guidelines

Trusts gut for

small side

streets instead

of checking

app --J

Hotel-based /

weather-

based / food-

based

decisions

luxurious

experience

enhance the

desirability of

exploration (alyssa

with convertible

car rental)

Double check

google map

before leaving

Weather-related

choices for

subway routes in

NYC

Instagram -

location to

check weather

for ground

conditions

"I can't stand waiting,

I would rather walk

instead of wait for a

train if it would get

me there faster." -- S.

"I will walk a different

route depending on

my objective for the

day. Sometimes I want

to stop at this coffee

shop that sells

croissants." -- A.

"We upgraded to a

convertible. We didn't

plan to do this but we

ended up driving

back roads with

music, no destination

in mind, all day." -- A.

"If it's raining I will

take the 1 to the L

instead, because

you can commute

entirely

underground." --S.

(1) (2) (3)


